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Sonja Sonnenfeld
Ringvagen 163
E-116 31 Stockholm. Sweden
Telephone: 8-42 51 67

Februarj 28, 1983Commander Dennis Blair
c/o National Security Council
Room 368
Old Executive Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20506

Dear Commander Blair.

In reference to our conversation in you, office on February 25, I am sending you
this written summary of those points wtich I feel are of greatest importance in
finding Raoul Wallenberg.
In view of what has NOT happened in tt.e past 38 years, I would like to begin with
a quote from Goethe's "Faust": "Der Worts sind genug gewechselt, nun lasst uns
endlich Taten ashen". This roughly translates into English: "Enough talk: now is
the time for action".
According to my post recent information. Raoul is imprisoned in a place that is
not a prism, a labor camp or a mental hospital, but is referred to as a "Stancia".
These special places, known only by nunbers, are located in sparcely populated and
very isolated areas of the Soviet Union.
I understand that the US would be in a position to verify the existence of such
"stancias" by satellite reconnaissance. Additional details from my sources can
be revealed, once I can tell these sources that we can expect help from your
country.
In fact, the above information is as recent as December 1982.
Please understand the tremendous importance of the complete confidentiality of
this information. If anyone other than you or your people knew of this, it could
prove absolutely disastrous, not only for Raoul, but for all involved. Do not be
misled into assuming that the Swedes can be made privy to these facts - that would
be a very great danger. The Swedes have actually counteracted efforts to help
Raoul and can do so again. I cannot stress strongly enough how utterly secret
this •mot be kept - or all can be lost. My sources made it a strict condition
that none of this or any other information be shared with Sweden, whether indivi-
duals, organisations or the government itself. It must seem very strange to you
that I speak this way about my country, but the dangers will become very clear to
you once you have read the Swedish record in respect to Raoul's case. (See enclosed
material). Besides, would I have come all this way to get America's help, if it
could have been found at home/
Another possible approach to locating Raoul is to go directly to the solace of all
information on Soviet prisoners. In the spring of 1981 I spoke to a former KGB
agent who had defected to the West. He told me that the files on Raoul Wallenberg
were very extensive and as all other prisoners' files, were located at that time
in the central prison archives in the basement of the KGB/Lubianka building. The
former agent added that all these files were in the process of being computerized.
He also said, "Of course noneof this information will be given to you: you will
have to go and GET it!" US intelligence certainly has the means and the methods

to go and get it...
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I am fully aware of the vicious circle that has entrapped Raoul for 38 years:
without proof no help -- without help no proof. Is it not time to put an end
to this everlasting hell to Which Raoul has been so cruelly abandoned? It is
natural to turn to you since it was a US mission which brought his to Budapest.

I know of still another avenue to pursue. There have been many Soviet prison
officials (many of whom are now retired) who have had contact with Raoul. It
is logical to assume that some of them know what has happened to him. Estab-
lishing contact with thee could also lead to the information that we seek.

While these are the approaches I am familiar witn, surely your people would know
of many more.

Is not this the time to fulfill President Reagan's promise, "we're going to do
everything in our power" to help Raoul.

Sincerely yours,

s7g

P.S. Please contact me only at home, at number 8-42 51 67.
If you have problems in reaching me there, please call
Stuart Stein (at 978 9331), who will be able to find me.

Enclosures.



RAOUL WALLENBMG

1. US Restoneibilitv

As you know, Raoul Wallenberg's mission in Budapest was undertaken on behalf of
the American War Refugee Board. In sending him to Budapest, Sweden was zomplying

with an American request, a request made by then Secretary of State Cordell Hull

for President R ,aosevelt. Obviously, Raoul could not officially represent the
US government because the US was at war with Hungary. Therefore, his mission had

to be covert, as were almost all activities of the American War Refugee Board at
this tine. The representative of the WRB in Stockholm was also the representative
of the OSS, although Raoul l s dealings with him only involved the '4RB. This covert
action, however, is one that the United States has every reason to be proud of.
When the bill granting Raoul honorary American citizenship was passed by the US
House of Representatives, many congressman made speeches. In these speeches many
references were made with pride to the fact that the US had tried to save what was
left of European Jewry by having Raoul sent to Budapest.

Both the WRB and OSS documents prove the extent of US responsibility for Raoul's
mission. Iver C. Olsen, the WRB representative in Stockholm was responsible for
choosing Raoul for this mission. The US government financed his activities and
provided him with numerous contacts, suggestions and directions. The Swedish
government provided his cover as a diplomat and gave him the authority necessary

to carry out this special mission.

When Raoul was arrested by the Soviets on January 17, :945, the immediate reaction
of the American government, as expressed by then Ambassador Aver111 Harriman, was
to offer all possible assistance to the Swedish government through then Ambassador
Steffan Soderblom, who refused your help. Sweden blocked American efforts to help
Raoul from the very beginning. Right after Mr. Harriman's offer was refused by
Sweden, President Roosevelt died, and the US government had many important issues
to deal with. The issue of Raoul Wallenberg's fate was set aside with the assump-
tion that the Swedes would take lotion on their own. As stated, the Swedish govern-
ment had effectively blocked US action . They then continued to do so for the next

38 years. By giving the world the false impression that they were trying to secure
Raoul's freedom, they prevented anyone else from getting involved.

2. Sweden's Role

It is difficult to imagine how a government could abandon one of its most outstanding

citizens. Not only was Raoul a Swedish citizen but an official representative of

a neutral nation entitled to full diplomatic immunity. To understand how something
like this could happen, you must understand the mentality of the Swedish people, or
at least one important facet of it. After so many years of isolation and neutrality
the Swedes have become very self-absorbed, to the degree of not even being willing
to stand up for one of their awn.

I have read about 13, 500 pages of official Swedish documents ccnc.rning Raoul Wallenberg
which were released in May 1982. The inaction of the Swedish government becomes pain-
fully obvious when you read them. Following are some of the most outrageous of the
missed opportunities revealed inthose documents. One of the most tragic and crucial
blunders occurred on June 15, 1945 (4 months after Raoul' s arrest), when Mr. Soderblom
was received by Josef Stalin. Overwhelmed by the "honor" of this "audience" Mr. Soder-

blom was not willing to upset the great man by making any fuss about Raoul' s case.

He merely mentioned politely the Swedish governmenfsconcern for their compatriot Raoul
Wallenberg, adding confidentially, "Between us, Generalissimo, I think hs is dead, the
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victim of a road accident or bandits". 	 This is the same Steffan Soderblom who
had refused Harriman's offer of American help.

The Soviets stalled until August 18, 1947, when then Soviet Senior Deputy Foreign
Minister Andrei Vishinsky said, "Wallenberg is not in the Soviet Union and is un-
known to us". The first Raoui Wallenberg Committee tried to explain to than Swedish
Foreign Minister Osten Unden (known to be pro-Soviet) . that Vishinsky's statement.
was as false as previous Soviet communications. linden' 3 answer was, "You dare to
imply that Mr. Vishinsky is lying!"

In Swedish parliament it was suggested to exchange Raoul Wallenberg for Soviet
agents or diplomats. It was known .hat the Soviets had seized two Swiss diplomats

, who eventually were exeianged for a number of Soviet diplomats, seized by the Swiss
for that very purpose. linden's reply to this suggestion has, "We Swedes do not trade
in human beings!". Things have not changed: Remember what Foreign Minister Ole
Ullsten said when they asked him to exchange the crew of the stranded Soviet sub-
marine? He stated, "We Swedes don't do such things!"

Although the Swedes do not trade in human beings, they were quite willing to hand
wer a large number of Baltic refugees to a certain death at the hands of the Soviets.
With my own eyes I saw how they were dragged on board the ship, so desperate that
many tried to kill themselves. This was done only to rlease the Soviets - the .7wedes
asked for nothing in return.

The Swedes were eager ta grant huge trade crAits to the Soviets, while never bothering
to ask far their diplotst Raoul Wallenberg in return.

Their activities over tie years was to exchange ineffective diplomatic notes with
the Sovie ts . At the sate time the Swedes made it clear that the Soviet-Swedish
relation/ took precedense over any concerns they may have for Raoul.

Grosacko's Note of February 8, 1957 

In 1956 then Cwedish Prime Minister 'rage Erlsnder prepared for a meeting in Moscow
with Nikita Krushchev. On his agenda was the case of Raoul Wallenberg. When dis-
cussing strategy wth experienced cabinet officials he was warned not to hand over
any specific dateR sine the :"oviets were known ta use such evidence for a declara-
tion of death. ErlaniT, who was now convinced that Raoul was being held by the

Soviets, decided to di:regard the warning and handed over written evidence containing
specific dates. Thus, Nikita Krushchev received a note from Tage Erlander, stating

that Raoul Wallenberg was alive as late as the first half of 1947.

The Soviet answer did not come until February 6, 1957, signed by then Deputy Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko. Since this is the answer they ha y.. maintained over the
years, it is important that I explain why it is totally false. For your convenience
I at enclosing a copy of the official US State Department translation of the Gromyko
note and the Swedish reply of February 7, 1957.

Two famous experts on Soviet prison systems,Mr. Lubarski and Mr. Lurij, examined the

Soviet note. Tehir immediate reaction was, "What a joke; how could anyone take this
seriously?" They especially referred to the so celled declaration of death contained

in the Soviet note, pointing out among other things that a Soviet prison doctor would
not even dream of addressing hisJelf directly to the Minister of State Security. He
would, of course, report ta the prison director instead.

To give "heart attack" as the ::hony cause of death had become standard procedure.

It is unlikely that a prisoner is referred to by his family name only, with no

initials or first name and father's name used. Since Raoul's father's name also
was Raoul, he would have been referred to as Raoul Raoulevitch Wallenberg, saps-
cially in a deolaratinn of death. A further proof of the falsification is the
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victim of a road accident or bandits". 	 This is the same Steffan Soderblom who
had retuned Harriman's offer of American help.

The Soviets stalled until August 11, 1947, when then Soviet Senior Deputy Foreign
Minister Andrei Vishinsky said, "Wallenberg is not in the Soviot Union and is un-
known to Us". The first Raoul Wallenberg Committee tried to explain to then Swedish
Foreign Minister Osten Unden (known to be pro-Soviet) . that Vishinsky's statement.
was as false as previous Soviet communications. linden' s answer was, "You dare to
imply that Mr. Vishinsky is lying!"

In Swedish parliament it was suggested to exchange Raoul Wallenberg for Soviet
agents or diplomats. It was known that the Soviets had seized two Swiss diplomats
who eventually were exchanged for a number of Soviet dip:omats, seized by the Swiss
for that very purpose. Undin's reply to this suggestion was, "We Swedes do not trade
in human beings!". Things have not changed: Remember what Foreign Minister Ola
Ullsten said when they asked him to exchange the crew of the stranded Soviet sub-
marine? He stated, "We Swedes don't do such things!"

Although the Swedes do not trade in human beings, they were quite willing to hand
over a large number of Baltic refugees to a certain death at the !Ands of the Soviets.
With my own eyes I saw how they were dragged on board the ship, so desperate that
many tried to ki:7 themselves. This was done cnly to please the Soviets - the Swedes
asked for nothing in return.

The S!redes were eager to grant huge trade credits to the Soviets, while never bothering
to ask for their diplomat Raoul Wallenberg in return.

Their activities over the years was to exchange ineffective diplomatic notes with
the Soviets. At the same time the Swedes made it clear that the Soviet-Swedish
relations took precedence over any concerns they may have for Raoul.

GromYko's Note of February 6. 1957

In 1956 then Swedish Prime Minister Tage Erlander prepared for a meeting in Moscow
with Nikita Krushchev. On his agenda was the case of Raoul Wallenberg. When dis-
cussing strategy with experienced cabinet officials he was warned not to hand over 
any specific dates since the Soviets were known to use swh evidence for a declara-
tion of death. Erlander, who was now convinced that Raoul was being held by the

Soviets, decided to disregard the warning and handed over written evidence containing
specific dates. Thus, Nikita Krushchev received a note from Tage Erlander, stating

that Raoul Wallenberg was alive as late as the first half of 1947.

The Soviet answer did not come until February 6, 1957, signed by then Deputy Foreign

Minister Andrei Gromyko. Since this is the answer they have maintained over the
years, it is important that I explain why it is totally false. For your convenience

I am enclosing a copy of the official US State Department translation of the Gromyko
note and the Swedish reply of February 7, 1957.

Two famous exper%s on Soviet prison sysems,Mr. Lubarski and Mr. Lurij, examined the

Soviet note. Tedir immediate reaction was, "What a joke; how could anyone take this
seriously?" They especially referred to the so called declaration of death contained
in the Soviet note, pointing out among other things that a Soviet prison doctor would
not even dream cf addressing himself directly to the Minister of State Security. He
would, of course, report to the prison director instead.

To give "heart attack" as the phony cause c! death had become standard procedure.

It is unlikely that a prisoner is referred to by his family name only, with no

initials or first name and father's name used. Since Raoul'a father's name also
was Raoul, he would have been referred to as Raoul Raoulevitch Wallenberg, espe-
cially in a declaration at death. A further proof of the falsification is the
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Lack of Raoul's date of birth.

Perhaps the most ridiculous statement of all was that the body was cremated. Crema-
tion of prisoners was absolutely unheard of.

Concerning the rest of the Soviet note, it is out of the question that no other
information could be found. Even if the central file on Raoul had been destroyed
by Abakumov (Head of State Security), there would still be a tremendous number
of documents containing references to Raoul.

Is it not strange that the Swedes in their reply to the Soviet note would not ask
for the original so called Smoltscv report? When the Swedish government was
questioned about this omission, their response was, "It is not diplomatic custom
to ask for proof. We just trust each other". A great comfort. indeed!

As I have remarked on the enclosed document, of course, the Soviet note tallied
with the Swedish evidence, sines it was this very evidence that Prime Minister
Erlander turned over to Nikita Khrushchev. It was used a year later to determine
the date for a declaration of death (as Erlander had been warned).

You might wonder why the Soviets would contrive such a transparently false note.
Obviously, they knew exactly with whom they were dealing.

All the above information can be verified.

The Swedish govermaent claims to have worked very hard on thli case for almost
4 decades now. Certainly they have taken many notes and questioned witnesses
over the years. But according to the official Sweiish docoments, no real use
has been made of all this material.

There are 30 many examples of missed opportunitiss to free Raoul Wallenbercand
they continue to this day. I hope that you will now understand that for the
United States government to work with or take the lead from the Swedish govern-
ment would be the equivalent of doing nothing more than exchanging ineffective
diplomatic notes as tney have done for the last 38 years. Remember, Raoul is
70 years old and we can no longer waste time.

j. Why was Raoul Wallenberm arrested by the Soviets? 

From the Soviet point of viev.there was every reason in the world to arrest Raoul.
First of all, why would anyone give up his safe life in neutral Sweden to come and
save Jews in Buaapest? The Soviets,who by nature are suspicious people,simply
could not accept this. Raoul would have been the first to tell them that he was
there as an ally, working at the request of the Americans. He had US currency
when he was arrested, and certainly the Soviets must have known that his contact
at the American Embassy in Stockholm did not only represent the War Refugee Board
but also the OSS. It is clear how the Soviets would &sawn that Raoul was an
American spy.

Raoul spoke perfect German and had dealt directly wich Adolf Eichmann and the
Hungarian Nazi government. He had made all kinds of deals and certainly must
have bribed various officials. To the Soviets it must have seemed very auspicious
that the Nazis would allow such a man to live and carry out his mission - so to them
he must have been not only an Ancican spy but also a Nazi collaborator. To make
matters worse, when Raoul was .,cease3\ by the Soviets he had brought with him a plan
to restore property and rightelp-tflose Hungarian Jews whom he had saved. Naively,
he had intended to deliver this plan to the Commander of Soviet forces, Marshal
Maliaovaki,for his Ipproval and help. Little did he imagine what plans the Soviet
Union had for occupied Hungary.
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4. Witnesses

In the fifties, following negotiations (such as GernRn :'hsncellor Adenauer's) and
the amnesty after Stalin's death, a great number	 3 of various nationa-
lities were released by the Soviets. Among these were a number who would later
testify to having seen Raoul, spoken to him or had "knocking contact" with him.
Their testimonies are mattersof record. If not for both negotiations and amnesty,
these prisoners would never have been released	 '	 ..'...e opportunity to tell
Raoul's story to the West.

Soviet prisoners (Soviet citizens) were never put t,:gether with foreign prisoners.
This is why. when they are questioned. they have no knowledge of Raoul Wallenberg.

After the fifties and the sixties, very few foreign prisoners were released. This
explains why there have been so few witndsses since that time.

While some of the witnesses seem to be reliab,. ai Juuuto	 not, It is impossible
to rely 1005 on any information gathered in this way, since it cannot be complotely
checked inside the Soviet Union. On the other hand.we know that the Soviet prison
files contain all the information on Raoul since he first entered the Soviet prison
system. Every day in a prisoner's life is accounted for. Whatever has happened
to Raoul or wherever he would be today, all is in the files.

The United States must not fall into the lame trap as Sweden, spending years checking
out witnesses and filing their notes. Including the 13.500 pages, released in May.
1982. I have read ever 15,000 pages of these note.

54_,Jilay have the Soviets kept Raoul Wallenberz alive all this tine? 

After World War II,it was no longer Soviet practice to kill prisoners indiscriminately.
and certainly not a prisoner of Raoul's potential value. As with the Swiss, the
Soviets must have expected an offer of exchange from the Swedes. Such an offer
never came. "The Swedes don't do such things..."

The fact that the Swedes never showed any real interest in securing Reoul l s release
must have only added to the Soviet suspicions that 4e :.eally was a spy and/or a
collaborator. For these two crimes he could have been sentenced to fifty years
(25 years each). If this was the case, he would still have another 12 years to
serve.

Since a prisoner is "not allowed to die" before he has served his full sentence,
there is every reason to believe that Raoul is still alive somewhere in the Soviet
Union.

Lou may know that it is a Russian tradition, prc71:..':.„;	 zommunists, to declare
a rrisoner dead to the outside world while forcing him to continue living within
the prison walls. In other words, he is not cvel.	 .	 die.

It is not unknown in the Soviet Union for a 	 is entire life
(say from age 20 to 80 or more) in the gulag. As recently tss i982 I set a man
(a non-Soviet citizen) who was rescued and brought to the West after having spent
approx. 43 years in Soviet prisons. He was in his .i0.0.3.P	 looked younger
and seemed to be in fairly good condition. A! I h-e.	 my own eyes, this
is often the case with ex-Soviet prisoners once they have peen given the chance
to recuperate. Those former prisoners who still retain thsir sense of humor
might say jokingly. "Look, we have not been alloweu 	 as . no smoking,
drinking or overeating, like those of you on the ou4s1.4-."

'so NuilshaliiAisailiA-vapji
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These former prisoners' tone would then torn more serious as they stressed
the point that a prisoner in the Soviet Union is pot allowed to die t He must serve
his sentence. They also said, "Should he fall ill, he would te nursed back to
health".

It is important to sake a distinction between prisons and labor calve. In labor
camps people may very well work themselves to death. According to all evidence
on Raoul, he was always kept in prisons and not in labor campe.

It is very sad indeed that people forget the fact that Raoul overcame impossible
odds to complete his mission and save so many innocent men, women and children
from certain death. Over the years too many have refused to take action on
Raoul l s behalf because there was no absolute proof that he was alive.

You are in a position to find this absolute proof. Please help us now before
it is too late. Raoul is still waiting...

Prepared February 28, 1983
by Sonja Sonnenfeld
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•MEMORANDUM SUBMITTED FEBRUARY 6, 1957, BY SOVIET VICE FOREIGN
MINISTER ANDREI GROMYKO TO SWEDISH ATOASSADOR IN mos= :our
SOHLMAN IN THE RAOUL WALLENBERG CASE

(Translation of text as released by the Swedish Foreign Office
to the press February 7, 1957)	 •

In pursuance of the Swedish Government's request, the Soviet
Government instructed the pertinent Soviet authorities to peruse
the material concerning Raoul Wallenberg which had been received
from Swedish quarters at the Swedish-Soviet negotiations in Moscow
in March - April 1956 and also in May 1956. In the course of
perusal and testing of the said material, the Soviet authorities
have made a careful search of the archives which refer to the
accounting for prisoners and to investigation questions ("Sledstvenye

-Dela"), for the purpose of finding possible information on Wallenberg.
Similarly, many persons have been questioned who could have had
anything to do with the circumstances mentioned in the material
received from Sweden.

As a result of these measures, however, it has not been pos-
sible to find any information whatsoever concerning Wallenberg's
sojourn in the Soviet Union. It has transpired that none of those
heard knew any person by the name of Wallenberg. In this connection,
the competent Soviet authorities have undertaken a search page by
page of the archive documents from all wards in certain prisons.
As a result of such search of arch vs 	 nts from the health
service in the Ljublanka Prison,	 ocumen has been found which
there is good reason to consider as re err g to Raoul Wallenberg.

This document has the form of a hand-written report, addressed
to the former Minister of the State Security in the Soviet Union,
Abakumov, and written by the head of the health service at the
said prison, A.L. Smoltsov, reading as follows:

"I report that the prisoner Wallenberg, who is well known to
you, died suddenly in his cell this night, probably as the result
of a heart attack. Pursuant to instructions given by you that I
personally have Wi*J.lenberg under my care, I request approval to
make an autopsy with a view to establishing the cause of death.

”July 17, 1947.
"Smottsov,
"Chief of the Prison's Sanitary

Ward,
"Colonel in the Medical Seryice .

foundOn this report, the following noteticm is 	 , in Smoltsov's
mister andhandwriting: "I have personally notified VIII M	

.	
it has

I

been ordered that the body be cremated without autopsy July. 17.
Smoltsov."
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• It has not been possible to find any other information
whatsoever having the character of document or testimony, all the
more since the aforementioned A. L. Smoltsov died on ?ay 7, 1953.

. On the strength of what has been cited above, the conclusion should
i be drawn that Wallenberg died in July 1947.

Raoul Wallenberg was apparently arrested along with other	 •
persons in the area for military operations by Soviet troops. At
the same time, it may be considered indisputable that Wallenberg's
subsequent detention in prison as well as the incorrect information
about himsupplied by certain former leaders of the security organs
to the Soviet Union's Foreign fMinistry over a period of years
comprised the result of Abakumov's criminal activities. In connec-
tion with gross crimes committed by him it will be recalled that

-Abakumov, who had engaged in activities implying violation of the
laws of the Soviet Union and who had sought to inflict upon the
Soviet Union all kinds of damage, was executed in accordance with
verdict handed down by the Supreme Court of the Soviet Union.

The Soviet Government presents its sincere regrets because
of what has occurred and expresses its profound sympathy to the
Swedish Government as well as to Raoul Wallenberg's relatives.

Translation: NW:tiler
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17:FICIAL COYMNTARY BY THE SWEDISH GOVERICMIT TO THE SOVIET
EEMORANDUN ON RAOUL WALLENBERG, ISSUED FEBRUARY 7, 1957.

The Soviet Government has drawn the conclusion from its in-
vestigations that Wallenberg died in a Fussian prison in July 1947.
The responsibility for his having been detained in prison and for
the false information previously supplied is placed on the Soviet
security organs and the Soviet Government expresses its sincere
regrets for what has occurred.

Concerning the reply, it can be established that it is now
being admitted on Russia's part that Wallenberg has been held
imprisoned in the Soviet Union. In that respect, the reply
tal1iedYW4h the Swedish evidence material. It must be strongly
regrettedrhowever, that the reply contains such meager information.
Nothing is said about the motives for Wallenberg's arrest cr about
his fate during the years that followed. We expect that if any
new material Should appear in the Soviet Union we Shall immediately.
have it communicated to us.

To Raoul Wallenberg' s mother and relatives, who for so any
years have had to live in horrible uncertainty, the Russian reply
must imply yet another hard blow. They have our profound sympathy..

y

Translation: NM511er
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THE WASIIINGTON POST. SUNDAY. JANUARY I b. 1'1H3

George F. Will

Wallenberg and Sweden's Shame (Coned.)
"The Swedish minister said, • What! Do you believe that Mr. Vyshinsky is lying?"

%Ise• northern pike nisi at • lure.
ash:wady, bee risen to defend his

••intry against an sensation ins rscent eal•
oma. I wrIconst the opportunity to usplify the
•fl.nding remark.

Writing shnut Ranul Weantbste. the savior
.4 Sinusoids of Hungarian AIR. who dint).
•ared into Soviet paeans in 1914 I quoted a

N,Iettleh official saying that. We me !working
a the supposition that Wallenberg is still

•11ve." I seat "Sweden's Whop concerning
tiw asee—letheep been of cosendice—hardly
...ft./nuke 'working."'

In letter to The %shapes Poo, the anther
i.adia calls this "pally odic" He admits
...who believed :rubel Soviet Ms, hut he sitys
...Won "has pursusd this that* WA a rigor
• perseversnre that penbably 'saw& whet any

&am her clone fat one of its /Wont"
ell.

Swetitn statement shout its suppuration
.eemok when Sweden relsomed documents
• naming to the came. Rep. Tom Lanus In.
.411I 1, who s boy in Budapest Ives saved by

walksbug, wane to The New York Times
May %. 1902S

"It iv both now and &parable that Sweden
• stated 20 yens to edema some 42 wimps

! mrsta end eyeeitram anon& ... Had the
•...raetion heels made public mbar to thair
• ...ow, to help Raoul Wallenbem, he may

have been able to lite In life with dimly—
with hie family—bussed of in the infamy of the
Soviet gin*. For years, Ute government of
Sweden ho engaged in ineffective silent diplo-
macy. ... Now they WI thous of us who have
fought so hod foe his esteems &at we am fie*
so that documents. II... the Swedish gooses-
meat is now 'working on the supposition that

ie stal alive; then it's about bat"
Jot after the wet. Sweden's fete* minis&

was vepd to per the case and tristegard the
feet that Soviet Fenian Minister Vyshinsky
said diet the Soviet Union did not have Want
berg. The Sweden minister said: 'Whet Do
you believe that Mr. Vythineky is lying?" Vy.
shinsky. the pruasaaar in Stalin's shim trials
lie? "Absolutely unheard of." sad the minister.

The wabawadoes claim that Sweden Am
done mom foe Wellentarg awn any nation hes
done for a &ism is aloud by many cams, but
aspecielly that of Haiald Feller, a Sales diplo-
mat who ems in Budapest wIwn W
was. doing similar rescue work. He, tor=
up in Sexist hsn& But he was Woad in 1946
becalm his tountsy muted sit Soviet spies
end negotiated a swap.

Although Sweden (wad neutrality profitable

between 1939 and 1945. after the war it dracov-
*red morality, and nee since has been timing it
on Ohm, especially the United States, which
frequently fall. shoe& of Swedes's netting
standards, Sweden has gernselly considered
nap beneath it. dignity. 'Sweden," said a
Swink Weir teinistac. "dots not do such
dines" By the time (19791 Swint propneed a
swop, the Kremlin maned with disdain.

OW Palm, via is spin prime minister, and
the tvold's metal tutor Ow considers the United
States an umiak badamed student). vas
pane minors in 1971 When Palma met with
Alexi Kora* the Walitabars cam was not even
on the agenda. Fabne's administration diem:Wed
themes ins mint 'Istogerarr tattled).

Even baton the invoice of Afghanistan.
WaSenbesg's suppones urged Sweden to boy-
cott the 1900 Olympics no Moscow. Even after
the invasion. Sweden did not boycott.

In October 1991, a Soviet sub/amine ma
around while violating Swedish meanie!
vistars. Wallenberg support& !mod unel the
submarine foe leverage. When the Soviet Union
asked ler its boat beck. Sweden could have mid:
Bost? What boat? We know nothing of any
bust—Pat as you know oohing of Wallenberg.

But appearing on ABC's "Nightline" 10ct.
30. 19111), the foesip simian was asked if
Seed& 'might went to propose a trade." He
said that "would certainly not sane any useful
purpose." Do Swedes wader why Soviet sub-
marines show such contempt for Sweden's
sovereignty? Ctinging neutrality ho not notice-
s* imnrotiod Swedes from the aggressive
disdain of Soviet 'Amnions.

In her new biopephy. 'Wallenberg; Kati
Marton. a Husprien-barn Wonsan. =triodes
that %Dotting fell, victim to "Sundaes near-
pedagogical feu of Russia":

"12a wont with which the !Genii* treated
Stockholm's queries about Wearable/ was not
altogether unjustified given the Swedes' lock of
conviction following his imprionment. 'The dim
memory of en only 1911tcsatia7 Russian inv.
Son. Sweden's lint and lent. not sufficient es-
planation for the country's &insists behavior
on behalf of its captured diplomat."

Marton also sags "At Wallesberg's expense.
Sweden hen harmed eW lawn the pace
demanded to maintain one's neutrality can
sometimes be too high." The lesson certainly
hen been taught to all at Europe: whether it has
been horned is increasingly doubtful.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sweden and Raoul Wallenberg (Con! 'd.)
George Will r%Vallenberg and Sweden's Shame (Cont'd.l."

ed. Jan. 161 continues his polemics spinet Sweden by stoolin g —
in apparent seriutunses—that the Swedish government should have
kept an intruding Soviet submarine and--e=dli—ila craw in
order to extract information about Raoul W 	 berg. We do not
beriew that hresege-talting as mans el foreign policy is either
legal or effective. Mr. linden's wise words eta Mee `Sweden does
not do such thinp:'

Mr. Will widens the Wed spinet Sweden. calling our prime minis-
ter the stoettl's mural tutor. YU context suggests that k mat meant
as a compliment Old Palms ica.t.vs% advocate d policies that hew

long sedition se comentorso of Swedish hairy inikY:
• Neutrality, bachad by a strong military and civilian defense;
• International diesrusament. primarily in the nuclear field;
• Promotion of the right riselfdineemination d pinto:
• Aid to develoSis%
• Protection of the empionms*
• Respect for human rights
We are rather proud stout mord in Ow defense of these prina.

Pm. They will castinue to guide Swedish foreign policy. They will..41
be actively and persistently pursued. And, I repeat, heel 	 to
clarify Raoul Wallenheces fate win continue. 	 4 _	 ,f?

WILHELM WACHTMESTER
Yortmatralllerles

Weehingtos

/Qat: ai.‘,CW-efak.


